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FOR H1PEDIATE RELEASE

JUl·TE 14, 197 6

OFFICE OF THE HHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

THE HHITE HOUSE
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
BET~\7EEN THE PRES IDENT
AND
DR. JAHES C. FLETCHER, ADMINISTRATOR,
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS iHTD SPACE ADtlIIHSTRATION
AT THE
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
11:15 A.H. EDT

THE PRESIDENT:
DR. FLETCHER:

Dr. Fletcher, how are you?
Very fine, sir, Hr. President.

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Fletcher, Congressman Teague,
Congressman Frey, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen:
I am extremely happy to have this chance to send my
greetings and very best wishes on the dedication of the Science
and Technology Exposition. I am honored to conGratulate all
who took part in creating this very important Bicentennial
program. This massive combined effort, planned and carried
out by NASA, 16 other Federal agencies and a number of
corporations and institutions of higher learning, represents
the same spirit of cooperation and mutual support that enabled
Americans to venture from Cape Canaveral to the moon and back.
The Kennedy Space Center is the fitting location for
this exposition. In just 20 years it has become historic
ground in the United States as well as in the world.
The brave astronauts of the Mercury, Gemini and
Apollo programs and their dedicated support teams represent
the finest quality in American science and technology. The
S?ace Center and the fabulous story behind it has become a part
of America's national herita3e. More than just a story of
technical expertise, it is a superb story of coura~e,
perseverance and strength, of determination and of faith.
It is another chapter in Americars history of reaching out
to the unknmm that began Hhen the first colonists set sail
across an unfriendly sea to an unexplored continent.
America's future is itself unchartered territory
but I an confident l<1e will face that challen~e with the sane
courage and imagination that have marked all of our voyages
into the unknmm.
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This fine exposition will tell AMericans of our
unique contribution to the pl:'o:~ress of r:n.anldnd. It unveils
some of the scientific TA10nders to come, developJ'Tlents which
will not only range across the solar systen but which will
change every day life here on earth. It Hill show Americans
that our horizons are still unlimited and so is our capacity
to reach for them into our third century.
I congratulate all who have been a part from the
very beginning of the development of this outstanding
exposition and I wish everybody connected t.'Ii th it the very
best and I hope and trust that thousands and thousands and
thousands of Americans and those from other parts of the world
v.rill come and see for themselves ~,!hat we have done and what
we will do in the future.

Thank you, Dr. Fletcher, and the very best to all.
DR. FLETCHER:

Thank you, Mr. President.

END
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